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Angle-resolved hemispherical elastic light scattering tech-
niques have been used to reconstruct the surface profile
of two-dimensional photonic crystals with submicron res-
olution and metrological precision. Iterative algorithms
permit subsequent calculation of a surface autocorrelation
function with additional numerical approximation of the
power spectrum and then yield final reconstruction of
the surface shape. The proposed method enables filtering
out unwanted scattering background, precluding the con-
vergence of phase-retrieval algorithms. The estimation of
higher harmonics in the power spectrum provides the
reconstruction of a realistic surface achieving subwave-
length resolution. © 2017 Optical Society of America
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Space distribution of scattered light contains important infor-
mation about the illuminated object [1]. Holographic registra-
tion enables rigorous reconstruction of the surface relief and
spatial distribution of optical inhomogeneities [2]. However, this
method requires specific measurement conditions. Also, tradi-
tional holography techniques are difficult to apply for monitor-
ing of ultrafast processes in materials or for other in situ control
of nonstationary optical processes. A single-shot Fourier trans-
form light scattering [3] can improve holographic techniques.
In diffractive imaging studies it is much simpler to measure only
the intensity of scattered light. However, the phase information
in these measurements is lost because of the use of quadratic
optoelectronic detectors. As a result, direct reconstruction of sur-
face relief becomes questionable, since it requires information
about the amplitude and phase of scattered light.

If the object size is comparable or less than the light wave-
length, the phase reconstruction becomes a challenge [4].
Moreover, the object of interest is superimposed often onto
a statistically random surface relief, which produces an

unwanted scattering background. As a result, the relative
contribution of the object into the total scattering field can
be small. This makes rigorous reconstruction of the surface

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic layout of the optical setup. (b) The computation
algorithm, with three main steps: (1) calculation of ACF with partial
reconstruction of power spectral density function S�f �; (2) filtering of
experimental data (see text for details); and (3) reconstruction of surface
profile h. Index n corresponds to the number of iteration. FT and FT-1

denote direct and inverse Fourier transform, respectively.
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profile impossible by phase-retrieval techniques. Nevertheless,
single or periodical objects with a size larger than the light
wavelength can be well reconstructed from a scattering indica-
trix recorded by conventional CCD or CMOS detectors,
applying generalized Gerchberg–Saxton error-reduction (ER)
or hybrid input-output (HIO) phase-retrieval algorithms
[4–6].

In this Letter, we present a new technique of surface shape
reconstruction from angle-resolved hemispherical elastic light
scattering (ARHELS) data. Iterative algorithms are applied to
reconstruct the phase of scattered field and surface profile with
submicron resolution by filtering the diffuse scattering and scat-
tering caused by stochastic relief. Moreover, in this study we
extend the ARHELS technique to obtain metrological character-
istics of the objects smaller than the light wavelength, achieving
super-resolution by reconstructing higher harmonics of the sur-
face power spectral density (PSD) function.

Two-dimensional photonic (PC1) and plasmonic (PC2)
crystals were used as test objects. Sample PC1 was grown by
self-assembling of polystyrene spheres with an average diameter
of 450 nm [7]. Sample PC2 was prepared by shadow
nanosphere lithography of gold nanopyramids using 1 μm
polystyrene spheres [8].

The ARHELS measurements were performed with an
experimental setup [9,10] schematically shown in Fig. 1(a).
The incident laser beam (with Gaussian profile) was tightly
focused on the sample surface at normal incidence. The
200-mm-diameter elliptical mirror collected scattered light
within the hemisphere and projected it on the CCD. The
angle-resolved scatter was measured as a function of polar

and azimuthal angles, and recalculated to bidirectional-scatter-
distribution-function BSDF (f ) versus spatial frequency f of
surface relief decomposition [1].

BSDF has a close resemblance to PSD of the surface and,
therefore, BSDF in most cases can be used for surface analysis
instead of the exact PSD function [1]. Thus, either BSDF or
PSD can be used for calculation of the autocorrelation function
(ACF) and for reconstruction of surface profile h�r�, a func-
tion of displacement vector r, using ER and HIO algorithms.
Figure 1(b) shows the corresponding computational procedures.

The algorithm to compute ACF�r� uses the surface power
spectral density function S0 obtained from ARHELS measure-
ments: S0�f � � PSD�f � or S0�f � ≃ BSDF�f �. The inverse
Fourier transform of Sn�f � in the nth iteration is applied to
calculate a trial autocorrelation function ACF 0

n�r�. We note
that the S�f � and ACF�r� functions are real, and S�f � is
non-negative. These constraints were applied to obtain
ACFn�1�r� in the successive n� 1 ER or HIO iteration.
γACF in Fig. 1(b) is the area where the ACF�r� is nonzero
for the ER procedure [11]. Constant β in the HIO algo-
rithm is a feedback parameter. Its value can be chosen arbi-
trarily between 0.5 and 1.0 [12]. Within some areas the
experimental data for the input function S0�f � is not avail-
able. Nevertheless, these data were iteratively reconstructed
for the spectrum Sn�1�f � by using the Fourier transform of
ACFn�1�r�.

To perform the surface height reconstruction, we use the
spectrum of surface roughness G0�f � �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S��f �p

× eiφrnd as
the input function [Fig. 1(b)]. Here S��f � is the filtered func-
tion of surface power spectral density, and φrnd is an arbitrary

Fig. 2. (a) BSDF as measured by ARHELS versus spatial frequencies f x and f y for x and y Cartesian coordinate directions of the surface.
(d) S�f �: BSDF with low-resolution approximation Scalc�f �. (g) Filtered BSDF with residual noise level σ. (j) Filtered BSDF without residual
noise level σ. Dashed lines in BSDF indicatrices identify cross-sections shown in (b), (e), (h), (k). Insets in (b), (h), (k) show the structure of the single
diffraction peak in BSDF indicatrix. (c), (f ), (i), (l): the 4 × 4 μm2 ACF images computed by applying inverse Fourier transform to BSDF data shown
in (a), (d), (g), (j), correspondingly. (m) Normalized 3.7 × 3.7 μm2 image of ACF shown in (l), as obtained after filtering of BSDF data.
(n) 3.7 × 3.7 μm2 ACF image obtained by AFM. (o) Cross-sections of ACF images along dashed lines shown in (m) and (n). Filled diamond
identifies the value ACF � ACFs�0�∕e at the autocorrelation length.
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random phase. The trial function of the surface height h 0n�r� in
the nth iteration is obtained by the inverse Fourier transform of
Gn�f �. Since the surface profile h�r� has to be a real function
that can acquire negative values [1], this constraint is applied to
obtain the next n� 1 iteration hn�1�r�. γh in Fig. 1(b) is the
area where the h�r� is nonzero for the ER procedure [11]. The
phase of the roughness spectrum was reconstructed via Fourier
transform of hn�1�r�. The obtained distribution Gcalc�f � and
its phase function φ are used for successive reconstruction of
the roughness spectrum Gn�1�f �.

One of the major obstacles in the reconstruction of the
surface profile at the mesoscale is the presence of a substantial
scattering background, including diffuse scattering caused by
random surface relief. Therefore, this background has to be
filtered out from the light diffraction pattern. A presence of
diffuse scattering for the photonic crystal PC1 introduces sig-
nificant errors in the calculation of PSD. Nevertheless, in terms
of a “scatter prediction” approach [1] the BSDF can be consid-
ered as a function that describes surface statistics sufficiently
close to the real PSD. Therefore, the BSDF was used instead
of PSD in retrieval algorithms for the sample PC1.

The BSDF indicatrix and its cross-section obtained with
laser light wavelength λ � 405 nm for sample PC1 are shown
in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Measured BSDF data are available only
within a short range of spatial frequencies: f obs � sin θ∕λ,
from f min � 0.45 μm−1 to f max � sin 90°∕λ � 2.47 μm−1.
The area of the indicatrix for f < f min is blocked by the sam-
ple holder. The absence of experimental data for f < f min and
f > f max introduces significant error into the calculation of
ACF from BSDF [Fig. 2(c)]. This issue can be removed by iter-
ative reconstruction of BSDF where experimental data are ab-
sent by using ER or HIO algorithms, as shown in Fig. 1(b).
Applying low-resolution approximation, the retrieval procedure
reconstructs only the smooth component Scalc�f � of BSDF(f )
caused by random surface irregularities, excluding sharp
diffraction peaks from the object [Figs. 2(d) and 2(e)]. The
low-resolution function Scalc�f � was obtained by choosing
the sufficiently small area γACF.

The scattering component caused by random irregularities
can be filtered out by subtracting the function Scalc�f � from the
BSDF indicatrix, as shown in Figs. 2(g) and 2(h). This step
greatly improves the ACF [Fig. 2(i)]. The final filtering includes
subtracting from BSDF a residual noise level σ [Figs. 2(j)
and 2(k)]. It is important, however, to avoid possible filtering
of informative diffraction peaks and their satellites, which are
critical for correct reconstruction of the ACF [Fig. 2(l)].

The autocorrelation function ACFs retrieved from the
filtered BSDF [Fig. 2(m)] shows striking similarity with
ACFAFM obtained directly by atomic force microscopy
(AFM) [Fig. 2(n)]. ACFs and ACFAFM images show the same
pattern and same period of oscillations along equivalent cross-
sections [Fig. 2(o)].

The last computational step in Fig. 1(b) provides the
reconstruction of the surface profile h. Here it is important to
choose correctly the size of the area γh. The shape of γh is a circle
with diameter equal to or smaller than the diameter of the laser
beam. The algorithm convergence with reproducible profile h
was obtained when the diameter d of γh had been set equal
to the averaged value of autocorrelation length ξ � 5 μm.

The reconstruction of h�r� starts with the input function
G0�f � �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
S��f �p

× eiφrnd [see Fig. 1(b)], where S��f � is

the filtered BSDF shown in Fig. 2(j). To avoid a stagnation
of the phase-retrieval algorithm and to improve its convergence,
the initial shape of the area γh was chosen as a semicircle with
diameter d � ξ∕2 [12]. After applying consecutively six ER
and two HIO iterations in 30 cycles, the area γh was set to
its final circular shape with d � ξ. By a combination of six
ER and three HIO iterations in 100 cycles we obtained a robust
reproducible reconstruction of the phase φ and surface profile h
with all peculiarities.

The surface topography hAFM obtained by AFM [Fig. 3(a)]
shows close resemblance with the topography h reconstructed
from scattering data [Fig. 3(b)]. Since the reconstruction of h
was performed by using BSDF data instead of the exact PSD,
only an arbitrary amplitude of h is obtained. Nevertheless, the
cross-sections of the hAFM and h images show remarkable quan-
titative coincidence of surface profiles for lateral direction
[Fig. 3(c)].

The proposed diffractive imaging technique can be also ap-
plied for quantitative reconstruction of surface heights if the
average height of irregularities is much less than the wavelength
of illumination and diffuse scattering is negligible. For this study
we used the plasmonic crystal PC2 formed by gold nanopyra-
mids [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. The PSD function was calculated
using Elson’s theory [13] applied to ARHELS data obtained with
a He–Ne laser (λ � 632.8 nm). Figure 4(c) shows the filtered
power spectral density function PSD� without background
caused by random scatterers. By using input function S� �
PSD� in the phase-retrieval algorithm [see Fig. 1(b)], we ob-
tained the surface topography h shown in Fig. 4(f ).

The quality of reconstructed topography h can be signifi-
cantly improved by applying some predictions for PSD distribu-
tion, achieving super-resolution. Thus, for a periodical object
such as this plasmonic crystal, the filtered PSD� can be roughly
approximated by a sum of a sinusoidal surface component
PSDsin and component PSDΔ caused by random deviation of
the surface topography from its sinusoidal shape, as follows:

PSD� ≈ PSDsin � PSDΔ: (1)

According to the theory of optical diffraction, the smooth
sinusoidal surface contributes to higher orders of light

Fig. 3. (a) AFM image of photonic crystal PC1. The scale bar
indicates 1 μm. (b) The surface topography h reconstructed from
ARHELS data. (c) Cross-sections of AFM and h images along dashed
lines shown in (a) and (b).
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diffraction much less than the random roughness. Therefore,
we consider here only the contribution of PSDΔ into higher
harmonics at f > f max. Assuming a fractal-like distribution
of random scatterers, the PSDΔ follows an inverse power
law, which can be written as PSDΔ � K̃ n∕f n�1 [14], where
K̃ n and n are fractal parameters.

In our model we assume that the power spectrum contains
∼25% of a random component as PSDΔ�f < f max� �
0.25PSD� and that it reduces to 1% within f max < f <
2f max as PSDΔ � 0.01PSD� [Fig. 4(d)]. In this tentative
model the fractal parameter n � 2.83 corresponds to a mar-
ginal fractal of smooth surface [14,15], a good estimation
for the sample studied. Using this parameter, the power spec-
trum within 2f max < f < 3f max was found as PSDΔ �
7 × 10−4PSD� [Fig. 4(e)].

The reconstructed surface topography h from extrapolated
PSD� into f max < f < 2f max and 2f max < f < 3f max re-
gions is shown in Figs. 4(g) and 4(h), respectively. Achieved
super-resolution in topography function h of the sample
PC2 shows fairly close proximity to the topography hAFM ob-
tained by AFM [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. Discrepancies between h
and hAFM are related to the lack of measured scattering data for
spatial frequencies that are beyond the available scattering
bandwidth.

In summary, it has been experimentally demonstrated that
the reconstruction of surface shape can be obtained for submi-
cron structures even in the presence of diffuse scattering by
applying diffractive imaging retrieval algorithms. Subsequent
calculation of ACF provides additional reconstruction of PSD
function and its filtering to perform final reconstruction of sur-
face topography. The proposed procedure to filter the scattering
background can be applied for any type of periodical as well
as nonperiodical object. We demonstrated the experimental

technique that enables not only quantitative reconstruction
of the surface profile but also super-resolution. These results
open new prospects for subwavelength diffractive imaging in
light scattering metrology.
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